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We shoot! We score! ItÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s Sticker Stories on ice! Kids will love learning all about hockey

positions, rules, penalties, game food, and other fun hockey facts as they add stickers to every

spread.
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High quality , great clear illustrations and nice descriptions of main components of hockey

A little hard for younger children could have had better instructions. Had to figure out on my own

that the stickers have special pages that they go on.

Cute book, but was in very poor shape when it arrived. Stickers were misplaced on sticker sheet

and front and back cover were torn and wrinkled. Very disappointed.

My son loves hockey and was excited to see a hockey sticker book. The stickers do peel off and



you can restick them again and again. Just beware some of the stickers have small sections that

are easy to rip and tear. I even ripped a few of them trying to get them off the book. Overall cute

design and idea.

Was a gift for my 2 nephew's and really liked them

A four year old and I spent over an hour reading and decorating with the stickers! Great little gift for

young hockey fans

My son picked this book out at the book store about 6 months ago. He loved hockey then and this

book fed his interest. At about 18 months old, he wasn't old enough to apply the stickers himself

which frustrated him (that's what we get for buying him a book meant for 5 year olds), but once the

stickers were all in place where he wanted them, it became a favorite book. He insisted on reading it

multiple times a day, often requesting specific scenes. After about a week a few of the stickers lost

their stick (they were repositioned dozens of times), and have been held on with tape. A few of the

smaller stickers did tear as the previous poster mentioned, but we taped them up too. The book

itself is only about 6 pages and is bound with two staples. The staples couldn't hold up to the wear

and tear of our hockey obsessed kid and the book is now held together with a tape binding.My son,

now 2 years old, still asks for this book several times a day, and knows what all the players do, what

referees are and what coaches do. We'll be ordering another copy because I'm not sure how much

longer tape can hold our current copy together.

Not worth the money!
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